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1. A Postcolonial Journey 
 
A Western contemporary reading in the style of a dance literate critic of an Australian arts 
publication 
 
The stage is bare.  A lush deep pink silky backdrop with decorative flames licking its feet and 
five sheaves of rice, fan-like, in the centre of the stage await a human presence.  The only light is 
reflected from the music stands of the orchestra - a mix of Western and Vietnamese instruments - 
placed on stage right, partly in view of the expectant audience.  To a Western ear the music is 
extraordinary; amidst a range of gongs, drums and other percussion the piercing and dissonant 
sound of the ‘ken bop’ (an ancient Vietnamese wind instrument not unlike a bagpipe) cuts 
through the wall of sound. 
 
It is strange and unfamiliar.  And then the ‘phoenix’ appears, a slight figure in his fifties with an 
assured stage presence in a simple costume whose only references to his bird-like majesty are 
shredded sleeves and a golden head-dress based on traditional phoenix images.  His movements 
are at once quirky and balletic, with the type of decorative hand and head gestures we recognise 
as ‘Asian’ dance.  He is joined by dim male figures with torches and a slow rhythmic  ritualistic 
dance of death ensues.  It is difficult to pinpoint the stylistic references; are the movements really 
Vietnamese or part of an homogenised representation of ancient court and temple dances?  In any 
case we enter a world of formalised tradition, of decaying power in a theatrical setting which 
places the work in a narrative context. 
 
Rebirth follows death in a surprising contrast of dance and musical styles.  From the majesty of 
male pomp we enter an intimate feminine world as a cocooned figure is carried in by four female 
dancers to the solo accompaniment of a hauntingly lyrical melody played exquisitely by guest 
violinist Manh Hung.  This melody becomes a recurring motif which itself undergoes 
transformation in the work, as do the dance motifs of the various phoenix solos.  The reborn 
phoenix is a young woman whose occasional references to her former reincarnation  are barely 
recognisable, danced as they are with an undulating delicacy and sensuousness. Within 
  
recognisable contemporary dance vocabulary and structure are embedded nuances of  bird 
imagery and gesture which give the solo a sense of newness yet familiarity.  The introduction of a 
traditional fan in this section becomes another recurring motif in which traditional manipulation 
of fans are used effectively in both a colonial and contemporary context. 
 
 
The theatrical journey continues with the dressing of the young phoenix into an elegant tango 
ballroom costume where as the belle of a slightly surreal and bird-like ball she is entertained by a 
chorus line of high heeled fan dancers. The women are followed by a chorus line of dinner suited 
men preening themselves in a much more blatantly sensual way as they vie for the young 
phoenix’s attention.  Conceptually this section is potentially the most interesting from an 
intercultural view.  The woman’s chorus line plays on the high kicks and titillating appearances 
of the French fan dances of the twenties, replacing the brashness of that delivery with the polite 
coyness and decorative gestures of traditional fan and bird dances, oversize traditional fans 
replacing the normal ostrich feathers.   
 
The irony inherent in this juxtaposition was much enjoyed by the ‘foreigners’ in  the audience but 
did not seem to elicit the same response from the Vietnamese public.  Humour is always a 
difficult area especially when working cross-culturally. Our appreciation of post-modern ironic 
appropriation has little relevance in a Vietnamese context. 
 
Unfortunately this section is underdeveloped as are several of the too many ideas crammed into 
the thirty three minute work.  The colonial tango, the ‘showpiece’ of the work, is more 
successfully developed showing a mastery not only of the tango and waltz genres but effective 
enhancement of the material by some tricky Asian fan manipulation imbuing a strangely Latin 
flavour into the French musical tango.  The choreographic input of Tina Yong and Sun Ping, with 
their extensive knowledge of Western and Asian dance forms is evident in this section. 
 
The dancers seem as at home in the highly stylised and predominantly Western world of the 
colonial ballroom, as they do in the other sections of the work.  Classically and traditionally 
trained dancers, they have a clarity of line and technique and a flexibility which adapts easily to 
the various genres which are required.  The standard however is mixed, with the best dancers 
performing some beautifully executed and memorable work, whilst the least accomplished 
muddy the carefully wrought choreographic patterning which is a strength of Stock’s directorial 
and choreographic eye. 
 
It is at this stage of the work that the clear structural approach falls apart with the insertion of  a 
traditional quan ho song interrupted by an impatient young couple who tear the microphones 
away from the singers and proceed to entertain us with a karaoke pop song and dance routine. 
Although a wonderful vehicle for the virtuosic dancing of Minh Thong and his charismatic 
partner Minh Ha, the karaoke dance destroys the continuity and integrity of the work as a 
coherent choreographic interplay of local and introduced cultural influences.  The audience 
however gave this the most rousing ovation,  reducing the sense of the work to a series of 
divertissements. 
 
The most risky and obviously ‘intercultural’ section of the work is also the most moving.  The 
dancers appear from the back of the stage in a series of simple walking, sitting and gestural 
  
movements which accompany an acoustically and simultaneously sung arrangement of three 
lullabies, Vietnamese, French and Australian.  The vulnerability of the dancers and the natural 
quality of their untrained voices, together with the three sets of lyrics imbued with the accents of 
their native Vietnamese, produced a hush over the audience that was palpable. 
 
 
The remainder of the work suffers from a sense of superficiality although the ideas of courtship 
and territorial displays provide a vehicle for two strong well-danced male solos, and the 
appearance of the elaborately dressed bride on pointe is a strong image.  It is a pity that the 
accumulation of wedding gifts consisting of previously discarded costumes and props is not 
explored in more depth as a conceptual metaphor for the accumulation of styles and influences 
that the work attempts to build. 
 
The finale, though the most dense in terms of choreographic material and number of dancers does 
not have the climactic impact the work requires.  It is the most contemporary section in terms of 
dynamics and dance vocabulary, and this is perhaps the reason for its weakness.  Despite a 
presumably accurate rendering of the steps, the dancers do not execute them with the same kind 
of attack that a Western contemporary dancer would and that the material requires.  The return of 
the traditional phoenix appears tokenistic as a result, both because there is not enough contrast 
between his style and theirs, and because of the lack of development of their co-existence. 
 
Through the Eyes of the Phoenix may be a flawed work but it is nevertheless an enjoyable one 
both in its conceptual approach and its seamless integration of dance, music and design.  The 
latter is clean, simple and contemporary, referencing the bird themes in subtle and sometimes 
humorous ways, and reflecting its Vietnamese environment in the use of richly textured and 
coloured fabrics.  The music, although lacking in tonal clarity in the playing, is a wonderfully 
evocative interpretation of the underlying themes of the work, and a successful collaboration 
between two composers of very different ethnic and musical backgrounds.         
 
2. VIRGIN OR VAMP IN VIETNAM? 
 
A feminist reading of an intercultural performance 
 
Theatre forms and venues which reinforce performance as an environment for presentation and 
representation inevitably fall into the trap of the patriarchal construction of binary opposites.  
And so it was with Through the Eyes of the Phoenix.  Even before the work began, during the 
customary Vietnamese speeches - in this instance by a male, suited, company director  followed 
by the female program director and her interpreter, both attired in the modestly feminine 
Vietnamese ao dai - the scene was set for a playing out of traditional male/female difference. 
 
The work began with a depiction of male power in the guise of the phoenix in a court/temple 
setting with an all male cast, and the imprimatur of tradition, which provided a basis for the 
music and movement.  This was followed by an all female section in which the world shrank to 
an intimate female setting where the new phoenix arrived ‘cocooned’ and surrounded by her 
female attendants.  It was beauty and innocence that was celebrated, concentrating on an 
essentialist view of woman.   Certainly it suggested female resistance, subversive and intangible, 
to overt male power.  Unfortunately the setting precluded this reading from being dominant, for it 
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was overshadowed by the fact of theatrical presentation in which the ‘male gaze’ was once again 
privileged, not only in the audience/performer relationship, but soon within the work itself by the 
male dancers in the production.  
 
Even in the world of feminine separateness, the ‘dressing’ of the phoenix into a colonial ball 
gown of titillating splendour complete with feathered headdress and fan, could be read as an 
enticement to voyeurism.  And so even in the separation of male and female worlds, each of 
equal import in their own terms, the male intruded into the latter. 
 
Despite the role of authority invested in the ‘golden Phoenix’, her position of domination over 
her male admirers was dependent on beauty and exoticism.  There was intended irony of gender 
roles in the female and male ‘chorus lines’ which followed, and the deliberate linking of the 
former with colonialism.  But it did not go far enough.  The tongue-in-cheek French fan dance 
transplanted to Vietnam incorporated provocative leg kicks and teasing concealment of  the torso 
which over-rode the humour of the bird-like gestures and references to traditional fan dances.  
The coyness of presentation merely reinforced teasing untouchability.  One was always conscious 
this display was for male enjoyment. 
 
The males in their ‘chorus line’ on the other hand, although ostensibly ‘preening’ themselves for 
the gratification of their female object of attention, nevertheless did so with a sensual arrogance 
of male competitiveness which made the dance about themselves and not for the woman for 
whom it was intended.  The men, unlike the women, were still in charge of their sexuality. 
 
The tango which followed began with a role reversal in which the woman took on the man’s 
partnering position, and the unexpected ‘dip’ of the man into that well known and flamboyant  
arching of the back with the one leg extended, was so unexpected that the audience laughed with 
delight.  But moments such as this which gave some indication of the choreographers’ intent vis-
a-vis colonial and gender deconstruction were not developed, and the too few fragments designed 
to give a clue to this kind of reading were buried beneath the more cliched portrayals of 
relationships, both in dance and social terms. 
 
Such moments of irony were undermined by images of women twittering like birds over male 
displays of prowess and virtuosity.  When these ‘bridesmaid’ figures transferred their attentions 
to the bride, it merely served to reposition the image of female submission to male fantasy.  
Although the ‘wedding’ image was intended as a critique of bridal consumerism, was it not also  
a critique of the Asian woman’s desire to emulate the white Western bride?  This brings us into 
questionable territory on the grounds of neocolonialist attitudes.  We moved from the virginal to 
the vamp in the depiction of a modern ‘karaoke queen’ where the energy and freedom of her 
disco dance was limited to a backdrop for her more spectacularly athletic partner.   
 
Throughout the work Vietnamese cultural references were interwoven with Western 
contemporary styles.  Which leads one to ask the question; are we viewing a post-modern version 
of ‘Orientalism’ where self-conscious irony and sanctioned ‘borrowings’ merely serve to 
exoticise its female performers, reinforced by bodies encoded with the decorative delicacy of 
their traditional dance and the ‘unattainability’ inherent in their European classical ballet 
training? The danger of misreading Stock’s intentions occurs throughout the work, and is unusual 
for a choreographer known in Australia for her sometimes uncompromising dance theatre works 
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dealing with women’s issues.  
 
The more abstract sections of the work which are also the more contemporary and closer to 
Stock’s own aesthetic sensibilities, do not manifest this dichotomy of unclear and sexist 
interpretations.  The tri-partite lullaby in which all the dancers sing songs from the three cultures 
represented in the work, those of Vietnam, France and Australia, is accompanied by simple 
walking patterns and gestural phrases.  The songs appear to be a metaphor in which the men and 
women are united in ‘nurturing’ the three respective cultures, with the Vietnamese perspective 
dominant due to the musical and spatial arrangement of the three songs. 
 
Whenever the narrative was subsumed into a more poetic group dynamic such as that described 
above and in the final section depicting flight, there was a lightness of texture and fine 
sensuousness invested in the choreography by both female and male dancers which went beyond 
the binary distractions of sexuality.  It was only then that the viewer was able to discard the 
ambivalent sexism of the work and appreciate kinaesthetically some of the choreographic 
interplays of styles and use of space etched out with clarity and enjoyment by skilled and versatile 
dancers. 
  
3. DANCING THE DUAL PHOENIX 
 
Impressions of an intercultural performance by an Australian expatriate in Hanoi. 
 
Performances by professional theatre and dance companies are rarely seen by the foreigners 
living in Vietnam.  They seem to be a well kept secret with no advertising.  The expatriate living 
here has to be content with tourist shows of watered down traditional dance and music often as an 
accompaniment to a meal, or attend the big variety extravaganzas which consist of fashion 
parades, beauty contests, Asian pop music, sentimental Vietnamese ballads, and commercial 
dancing. 
 
The latter smorgasbord is arguably the most popular contemporary urban live entertainment in  
Vietnam, and has a unique style and format not seen elsewhere.  Whilst audience numbers  for 
traditional and Western forms of theatre, dance and music have plummeted in recent years, 
audiences for these variety shows continue to attract crowds, as one of the few theatre events  that 
seem to survive against the relatively recent onslaught of  video and mass television culture. 
 
So it was unusual not only to see prior advertising for Through the Eyes of the Phoenix, but to 
have to search to find a seat in the oversubscribed theatre. I had seen the Vietnam Opera Ballet 
Theatre as part of other concerts and had been disappointed in the old fashioned and not very 
well danced ballet presentations.  My first surprise was to see the stage of the Tuoi Tre Theatre 
completely opened up with a simplicity and cleanness of design that transformed what I had 
always imagined to be a small stage into a spacious, modern looking venue.  And a large group of 
musicians, not taking all the stage room as is usual in the variety show format, but placed to one 
side leaving a clear area for the dancers, of which every centimetre was fully utilised with 
sections of sweeping, expansive and fast choreography in a style I had not seen before in this 
country. 
 
In Through the Eyes of the Phoenix, director Cheryl Stock (a frequent visitor to Vietnam) and her 
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Australian colleagues, have tapped into many recognisably Vietnamese elements of the urban 
culture.  The work, whilst cohesive and continuous, is nevertheless constructed as a series of 
short segmented cameos with a kaleidoscope of dance and music styles, ever changing but based 
on a continuity of imagery provided by the metaphor of the phoenix and its birdlike 
characteristics. In a sense it is a reworking of the ‘variety show’ format, particularly in its 
inclusion of songs, and parody of chorus lines, ballroom dancing and karaoke. 
But it is at the same time both simpler and more sophisticated.  Gone is the intrusive flashing 
coloured light show and the chest thumping music which numbs one’s senses, replaced by subtle 
and integrated lighting which serves to focus the dance but never compete with it, and an 
evocative music score in which the traditional and contemporary co-exist harmoniously and on 
occasion blend into a rich new soundscape. 
 
Music is an essential component of Vietnamese culture, with dance often serving as merely a 
decorative or descriptive adjunct.  Whilst the dance is brought to the fore in this production, the 
central place of music is recognised and featured in a typically romantic quan ho song especially 
written by the very popular Pho Duc Phuong.  However the love song is rudely interrupted by a 
modern young couple who snatch the microphones away to sing and dance an upbeat karaoke 
number.  This unexpected comment on the impatience of the new generation with the pace of the 
old ways was greeted with laughs of recognition by some in the audience, and shocked gasps by 
others.  At the time this work was being performed there had been heavy criticism in Vietnam 
about the time-honoured Quan Ho Festival in the north being hijacked by crass commercial 
contemporary music. 
 
The section which followed restored the dignity of the traditional with a moving rendition of  
three lullabies sung simultaneously - Vietnamese, Australian and French - in which the traditional 
Vietnamese lullaby predominated and was sung with great feeling and sincerity, not by singers, 
but by all the dancers. Their unadorned acoustic voices produced a hush over the audience and a 
sense of cultural identification.  I confess to  wiping away a tear or two on hearing the strains of 
‘Kookaburra Sits in the Old Gum Tree’, sung so sweetly with a strong Vietnamese accent, which 
occasionally broke through the more poignant Vietnamese lullaby.  
    
Vietnamese tradition was reinforced in the formal and powerful opening piece which drew on the 
court music and dance of the Imperial court of Hue, and set the scene for what appeared would be 
a solemn, ritualistic work.  But as the dance progressed and the ‘phoenix’ took on many guises 
through both time and cultural influences, the solemnity gave way to tongue-in-cheek humour, 
and an affectionate critique of the ‘Vietnamisation’ of cultural influences from the West, both 
colonial and contemporary.  These included a version of ‘Folies Bergere’ dancing with outsized 
Vietnamese fans; a competitive and narcissistic display of male ego in which  men/birds indulged 
in displays of preening and sexual innuendo; and a Vietnamese marriage, without a groom but 
with a doll-like bride dressed in an ornate white Western wedding gown, shyly accumulating a 
host of consumer goods including a mobile phone, the latest status symbol in Vietnam.  The 
Hanoi audience, both foreign and Vietnamese, delighted in such topical and identifiable 
references.  
 
The performance  had a slickness and professionalism that is lacking in other shows I have seen, 
from the noticeable absence of backstage noise, to the well rehearsed unison dance sections and  
beautifully executed partnering work.  Some of the more abstract contemporary dance sections  
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were impressive in the complexity and speed of movement and the assured quality of 
interpretation. It is to be hoped that cultural exchanges such as this which raise the standards of 
local artists, introduce new skills yet respects and includes traditional genres, and makes social 
comments in an entertaining and humorous way, will continue to be supported.   
